Paid sex in Thailand?
0 upvotes | 8 October, 2016 | by empatheticapathetic
I've been on TRP a year and I think I actually do worse with women now. I'm also very depressed and it's
ruining my life.
I've been out doing exciting things over the last few months but I haven't enjoyed a single second of any
of it. I'm just too hung up on my lack of experiences with women, I want those experiences now.
All my friends easily pull constantly. Most are more socially retarded than me, don't lift, very BP,
emotionally open, boring. And they get opened, go home, the works etc. I open myself constantly and just
get hostility.
I'm basically a 27 year old virgin (had paid sex 3 times this year) and I just want to go and get sex out of
my system so I don't fucking care anymore. Been dealing with these feelings for 10 years and I'm not
closer to getting anywhere while everyone else has moved on with their life.
I've never been one to blame my race but being an ugly Indian guy is an actual issue that causes my
reality I've since come to realise.
Has anyone here had paid sexual experiences in Thailand? I just want to rock up for 2 weeks, have a lot
of cheap paid sex and then leave. And then maybe I'll start doing this once a year or something. I have no
other fool proof plan on getting laid and it's time to get it over with.
Are there any risks to this? How common is sex tourism over there? Is it legal or something done behind
the scenes? Appreciate any advice from people who have been to Thailand.
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Comments
[deleted] 8 October, 2016 01:39 PM*

[permanently deleted]
empatheticapathetic[S] • 1 point • 8 October, 2016 11:57 PM

Hey bro, I posted on your ED thread a few weeks back.
Are you speaking from experience, or something you read here?
Yes I want to have sex with any women, I don't care if they're hot tbh. How do I 'just do it'? I'm basically
invisible to most women. I have a perfect storm of things that just make me unwanted I guess. I don't know
how to progress anymore.
Style333 • 2 points • 8 October, 2016 02:46 PM

I haven't been to Thailand but I've had friends go. Apparently it can be a little awkward because it is not
technically legal but is tolerated. Which country do you live in?
empatheticapathetic[S] • 1 point • 8 October, 2016 11:58 PM

UK. I've heard about it but don't know anyone who could really advise me about it. Wondered if there was
anyone here who's experienced shit, it's known as a sex tourism spot.
Style333 • 1 point • 9 October, 2016 02:38 AM

Why not visit them in the UK? Yes, I know Thailand is cheaper. However, unless you are really into
Asian women then surely the UK is also an option?
NICOLAWRITES • 1 point • 8 October, 2016 03:09 PM

Go to Thailand, have safe sex and wrap it up. It's a fairly safe country and as long as you aren't doing under aged
girls you will be fine.
empatheticapathetic[S] • 1 point • 8 October, 2016 11:59 PM

Have you been? Or have friends who have been?
NICOLAWRITES • 1 point • 9 October, 2016 05:55 AM

Yeah. I've gone there a few times. Went for a few bachelor parties etc. it's definitely not hard to get
propositioned. Just go to any bar and you'll get a soft sell from a local bar girl. Just make sure you wrap it
up and never go unprotected.
anon1moos • 1 point • 8 October, 2016 04:09 PM

You get blown out on your opens because of your shitty attitude, fixing that is more important than lifting or
being "BP" or not.
If you think you're "an ugly Indian guy" women are going to respond to you accordingly.
You're not a virgin if you've had sex three times this year, I don't care if you paid for it or not. You've already
had these experiences you're so hung up on.
If you're going to blow a shitload of money on some kind of sex tourism vacation, which I don't recommend,
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how about the parts of Europe where it is actually legal, and you don't have the possibility of accidentally
hooking up with someone underage? Also, you could maybe get some actual game in while you're there.
empatheticapathetic[S] • 1 point • 8 October, 2016 07:04 PM

Honestly bro I appreciate the advice but I can tell you I don't consider myself an ugly Indian dude when I'm
out. This is a reluctant observation I've decided to resign myself to literally in the last few days after seeing
my new bro in action and absolutely clean up when I feel objectively I'm better than him. It's just a consistent
repeat of everything I've ever experienced. Don't tell me about my own life.
I've been to the escort plenty more where I couldn't get it up. And shit is too expensive for me. So I wanted
to go to a situation where I could blow reasonable cash and have a 2 week sexcapade. And if that is all I ever
experience in life, I'd truly be happy I did it. My friend died from a brain aneurysm 3 days ago and I realised
"forget this waiting til whenever. I want to experience this now. I have the cash and time so I'm going to do
it."
Where would you recommend in Europe where I could achieve what I'm after? I looked at Thailand flights
earlier and it's actually too expensive for me right now. So the idea seems dead.
anon1moos • 1 point • 8 October, 2016 08:11 PM

If you're ever going to refer to yourself as an ugly Indian dude, then there is some kind of self image
issue that absolutely is going to come across while you're out. "I'm George Clooney when I'm out, but an
ugly Indian dude the second I get home" isn't really a thing.
I'm not sure in what ways you're measuring yourself as objectively better than this other guy, are you
more fun? Do you escalate better, do you qualify better?
If it was me, and I was going to travel somewhere to spend money on hookers, I'd go to the main canal in
Amsterdam. Its expensive as shit, but some of the girls on the main drag are bonafide stunners. I'd
personally want to go with quality over quantity in this case, unless you have a particular thing for
Asians, or girls that look like (and possibly are) underage.
Additionally, there are all sorts of tourists and such there with a "what happens in Amsterdam stays in
Amsterdam" sort of attitude. Legal weed and 'shrooms doesn't hurt either.
empatheticapathetic[S] • 1 point • 8 October, 2016 11:54 PM

As I said it's a recent thing that I've decided "I'm an ugly Indian dude". I've never blamed my skin
colour before (when in multicultural areas). When I'm out I'm just having a good time and I act like
I'm the shit. I literally just got back from being out replying to this right now. Tried it on and
escalated with a few, nothing. Even an indian girl; i wasn't hot enough for her even though she was a
5.
I am having more fun, I know 'the rules' better as in I don't qualify, I hold frame, I don't over chat, I
talk to everyone, I definitely escalate (took me a long time to get there) and I just have a good time.
Even tonight he was talking to people too long, asking boring questions. Other ways I feel I'm better:
physique, body language and presence, eye contact, simply talking to people in a more interesting
manner.

Amsterdam is expensive. I'd prefer quantity over quality. I want to have a lot of sex and get it out my
system. An honest life goal is to have sex more than 10 times. I'll raise SMV for the rest of my life
because I've always valued productivity over wasting time. But I'm just depressed now, I don't enjoy
life anymore. I nearly had it last year with my oneitis and I fucked it up for being blue and not
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knowing the game. Now I've just pined for the experience for a year now, and have no prospects.
Is there anywhere else in Europe? Or was Amsterdam your only suggestion? As I said Thailand
seems too expensive but I might just Fucking do it anyway next year.
anon1moos • 1 point • 9 October, 2016 12:21 AM

Most of Europe is pretty expensive in general once you're there, although the flight is likely quite
a bit cheaper than to anywhere in Asia.
Amsterdam is crazy because most of those things I just mentioned are legal in Amsterdam, but
illegal in the rest of The Netherlands. I know prostitution is legal in Germany, and that before the
migrant crisis there we a bunch of Eastern European immigrants coming there and driving the
price down. That being said, everything else is reasonably expensive in Germany.
Have you considered Nevada? I'm not sure how the price per act would compare vs. Germany,
but at least the flight, and probably hotel would be cheap.
Mexico might be another option if you're trying to do this on the cheap, as long as you found a
way to do it safely, and not get caught up with minors or cartels.
empatheticapathetic[S] • 1 point • 9 October, 2016 12:33 AM

I live in the UK bruh. Europe is no big deal for me. Prostitution is legal here but it's expensive
shit. I wanna just go heavy for 2 weeks straight, can't do that here, would break the bank.
Thailand seems like the Fucking place, but flights aren't cheap, even in advance. If I gotta wait
then so be it but I'd like to have some sort of actionable plan to achieve what I'm after.
Maybe Germany or Amsterdam are better options if I can find something more like I'm after.
Will look into it.
Style333 • 1 point • 9 October, 2016 02:44 AM

Maybe we should go on a trip together to Thailand or maybe Brazil. I should get time
early next year, and I'm sure the trip would be a lot better with company.
empatheticapathetic[S] • 1 point • 9 October, 2016 10:09 AM

Where are you based bro, US I'm guessing? The Tijuana thing sounds pretty good
from what I've heard on here but probably expensive for me to get to. Might try the
Germany thing first.
anon1moos • 1 point • 9 October, 2016 03:25 AM

I found this while having our discussion, I thought you might be interested if you didn't
already know about such things.
empatheticapathetic[S] • 1 point • 9 October, 2016 10:07 AM

Great, I've actually read that before.
Just been looking into it, there's a few and the one in the article seems like one of the
lower rated ones.
But anyway this seems like the plan man, quite pumped about it. Cheers for linking
that, might make a plan to visit early next year and I'll save up a budget for it.

Style333 • 1 point • 9 October, 2016 02:47 AM
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You are exactly right when it comes to various racial stereotyping. If a person is Indian or Asian then
often they are automatically screened off by most women. Black men are considered cool though mostly.
It's just a further barrier. For instance if a person is only 5ft, then that will be a big barrier to getting a
girl, just as being Indian or Asian is a big barrier, no matter how much TRP likes to spin it. TRP can
certainly help though.
empatheticapathetic[S] • 2 points • 9 October, 2016 09:42 AM

Yeah. I always thought it was just a symptom of my location. But even in the last few weeks I've
been spending time in some major capital cities and it still is just a huge disadvantage. Just annoyed
and want to have a plan now, I'm getting older.
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